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1. Transforming energy systems will require the involvement of the public

2. Energy participation is more diverse than it was 20 years ago

3. The West of England region already contains a significant amount of 

energy participation and its pretty diverse

4. If 1 to 3 are true, then rather than ‘more and better’ public 

engagement, then perhaps whats required is more listening to and 

learning from on what is already taking place, 
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Presentation Notes
Transforming energy systems, to reduce carbon emissions, will require fundamental change to the way in which society produces, distributes and consumes energy. 



Aim: Investigate how and where citizens are engaging with unfolding, 
regional energy transitions

Research objectives: 
• To design and undertake a systematic mapping of energy participation 

within the West of England; 
• To identify and illustrate key patterns and trends within contemporary 

regional energy participation; 
• To reflect on what these findings might mean for developing a more 

sustainable, inclusive and socially just energy system in the region. 

Research approach:
• Desire: transparent and replicable
• Issue: studying a diverse empirical phenomena
• Outcome: highly exploratory and experimental



A rapid assessment, based on the 
principles of a systemic review

436 participatory events identified, between 2015-17

Analysed (high-level) in terms of who, what, where and how of participation

Search for patterns and trends

Reflect on results

Big spreadsheet 
(available online)
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Presentation Notes
As an approach, systematic reviews use systematic methods to collect and appraise all the evidence on a particular topic To achieve this requires following a set of steps outlined at the start in relation to a specific question. Keywords are then used to search for all materials on a particular topic within a set number of databases. This material is then reviewed to answer the question posed. The strength of systematic reviews lies in their use of explicit, transparent and systematic methods, which in turn allows such research to be more accountable, replicable and updateable.Wont go into detail, black box… was hard, time consuming, required input from a software engineer and was certainly imperfect. 



A rapid assessment, based on the 
principles of a systemic review

Caveats…

• Events have to be tweeted about, 
• Twitter culture and use needs to be considered: twitterarty, echo-

chamber etc. 
• Method studied events as framed, not as performed…
• …and only where there was follow up info (i.e. a url)
• Clear limitations with Twitters API, 
• …

Overall, the more I’ve learnt the less I’m convinced… 



When did these 436 events occur?
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Presentation Notes
Increase over time, but use of twitter changing? Peak relates to community energy fortnight amongst other things1 event every 2.5 days



Where did they occur?

N= 380
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Presentation Notes
The rest (56) where predominantly undertaken online.



Which organisations were facilitating these events?

• 74 organisations in total

• 38 facilitating only one event

• 22 conducting five or fewer

• 9 conducting more than 10
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What were the dominant forms of participatory events?
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The more or less standardised models of participation adopted.. Wide range of models… •	Most commonly used model of participation was the use of various energy themed advice stalls, cafes or days, accounting for 157 instances of participation. •	The second most common model were variations on the idea of a talk followed by discussion. This category included large, high profile public lectures by distinguished speakers, local energy conferences to small neighbourhood meetings and were subsequently organised by a wide range of organisations. •	Public consultations formed another dominant method of participation. These consultations were typically led by or for local government and typically elicited public views on local planning (including housing and transport). •	Deliberative workshops and surveys were other ‘traditional’ model of public participation, comprising 51 and 15 instances respectively. Such workshops were more discursive and participatory than ‘talks’, they were often facilitated by a large range of organisations across all sectors and were typically action-orientated. Being action-orientated such deliberative workshops differed from ‘traditional’ deliberative public participation processes because they do not seek to elicit information from participants which is then acted on at a higher level of governance. The remaining forms of public participation include 18 instances of protests, lobbying and petitions, 10 discreet campaigns, six community share offers, three film and discussion evenings and two technology trials. NB: traditional forms of public participation account for only a small percentage: 16%Also absent were focus groups… could be subset of deliberative workshops. 



How were participants framed in the event?
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182 instances framed the public as consumer citizens. For the most part they consisted of discreet engagements with the public through a  range of energy advice stalls. Consultative publics second most common framing. I.e. traditional form. Of these most targeted ‘affected publics’. The remaining instances sought the views of publics as interested or engaged citizens around particular topics. In 66 instances (15%) the public was framed as taking a more active and experimental role in energy system change (innovative citizens). Here, the purpose of public participation was often concerned with eliciting information about or views on community scale action or promoting and facilitating wider community and city level participation in the energy system. 65 isntances framed the public as interested and deliberative citizens. No direct outletIn 34 instances participations were framed as activistsAnd in 14 instances, participants were framed potential investing citizens - share offers etc. 



Where in the energy system is public participation 

targeted?

(65 unclear)
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Presentation Notes
So the first figure relates to traditional hard parts of the energy system… Not much to say here… distribution not a great concern but will likely increase… 



What energy framing is participation organised around?
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FramingFuel poverty - encompasses all aspects of reducing energy bills switching, draught busting, changing energy practices, energy efficiency through to retrofit.Renewable energy amounted to the second largest subject with 29 events focussed on solar PV, four on wind power, six on renewable heat and five events framed around renewables in general. Other supply side issue framings included 6 events focussed on nuclear and 12 events focussed on fossil fuels (biodiesel, diesel generators, fracking and natural gas). Community participation was the central focus for 33 events. These events were typically discursive but always action-orientated.Absent?energy governance… current category features only events focused predominantly on this. Heat? Very little discussion directed at heat decarbonisation but could come under a variety of other framings… retrofit, housing,  Material participation:- only 23 instances of participation were centred around an object.. 



What is the (implicit) purpose of the participatory 

events?
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This was another attempt to better understand the model or form of participation, to ask about the expressed purpose of participation. Here I have assigned multiple purposes to single events, the overall total is 628, so 193 overlaps. High level indication or implicit purpose to participation. •	Education and engagement is the largest category, including both instances that sought to simple engage and those that sought to educate and achieve some sort of change of practice or behaviour•	followed by instances of participation that seek to facilitate action at the household level. •	Elicitation is the third largest implicit purpose. •	The promotion of local action and the challenging of power hold smaller but still significant numbers of instances. •	The remaining instances seek to demonstrate alternatives, develop new technologies or domesticate technologies – that is how people experience and accommodate new technologies into their lives.   Education and engage is not surprising in this sense because it provides the base. What was interesting is what comes next, where there is split between 2/3rds action and 1/3rd third governance orientated. 
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At what governance scale are the outcomes of 
public participation directed?
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In effect this can be flipped around to say, who should be listening?At what scale are the outcomes of participation directed?So Today governance of the energy system is recognised as occurring at multiple scales and through multiple formal (i.e. the state) and informal (i.e. beyond the state) arenas. Participation in the governance of the energy system can subsequently be directed at multiple scales and at multiple governance arenas.Figure 14 presents an assessment of the scale at which instances of public participation are directed. In other words it asks, who should be listening?•	Community most prevalent… but few formal institutions. •	No neighbourhood partnerships•	Focused more on new forms of community organising•	Local government and city – because some forums are directed at city level processes but a wider array of actors•	Regional seems under represented, particularly as there appears to be increasing push towards more regional governance. Devolved administrations. BEIS , regional or ‘local energy hubs’, 5 across the country•	Need to develop links from community / Local gov. / city to regional levels of governance. 



Reflections (1)
• The region contains many instances of energy participation … but largely 

Bristol-based

• Energy participation is led by a diverse range of organisations, although some 
more active than others and we’re probably missing business & academia 
activity

• Traditional forms of participation only account for a small percentage of events 
captured. The majority is led by civil society, is more informal, more exploratory

• Scope for broadening institutional listening?

• Regional energy participation appear to be quite fragmented… 
• Is there potential to better link up or orchestrate participation? e.g. through 

wider campaigns but need for coordination…?
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Regional energy participation appears to be quite fragmented. Examples exist of coherent and joined up participatory exercises. This includes consultations on local plans typically led by local authorities or CSE’s Home Energy Team’s series of energy advice sessions. Yet, when looking across the dataset, few instances of participation, particularly those organised by civil society, appear to be linked into larger, coherent participatory exercises. It is not uncommon to find participatory exercises within the dataset as standalone events. For instance, of the 101 events classified as following a ‘talk and discussion’ format, very few were linked to wider participatory exercises. This has implications for the rate and scale of change because it is far from clear (from the current dataset and analysis) if and how each of these participatory events leads to wider impacts or more specifically, collectively adds to understanding, doing and governing system change.



Reflections (2)

• Across the dataset, you can distil 3 basic categories: 
• To educate and engage (44%), 
• To facilitate action (38%) and 
• To contribute to decision-making (18%). 
• Majority of participation is about ‘doing change’

• Hard to argue against more participation in a diverse array of formats, locations 
and topics, 

• But…whats come before should be considered, as should what the overall 
purpose is

•Finally, approach says little about governance (not directly studied). 
• Need to study interaction between participation and governance directly



Thanks!
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